Sounds good. Good afternoon and thank you for sticking around. For the final session of the conference, the wrap-up session. I’m glad you could be here with us. I am the current chair of the council. Will have some fun here at the beginning to just tell you all about what we have been doing in councils since the spring meeting to give you all an update, now that you are here we want to give a brief highlight of what we have been doing. It’s important for us to hear from the community to hear your feedback and concerns, your questions especially with how much everything is changing with the pendant. Is a lot going on now. That feedback is in part. With that, I will move on to our first agenda here. If you went to their session, earlier this week, you heard there has been great advances forward with the work and have been working collaboratively on that were. April and July forms were successful. As we noted for the spring meeting, libraries are being so supportive with all the medication they are sending out inflexible and having programming. We wanted to make sure we responded that were going on. We will have highlights of each of the groups. I’ll pass it over to Wil.

I would give a very brief update on the working group. We had a few highlights for 2020, we met four times this year which is our charge that we will meet. We had done work via email as well. We didn't have our core official meetings and these were the days we had them. We updated our charter in July 2020 will be increased our membership from 10-11. Is part of the membership updates, the real advantages is it allows does to have two new councilmembers to this working group. Jennifer Morgan and Vicki Tate. Additionally we had a couple of members with previous councilmembers, Mary Clark and Gregory Curtis, both off counsel but are continuing on the working group as committee members. And be involved in that. Additionally, our secretary and Mary was her previous chair of the working group. I am now the current chair of this working group.

One of the big things we did, we provided feedback to GPO on minimal level of cataloging. Batch created records which were specifically missed collection record in the CGP. We provided information on things that would be the bare minimum acceptable level of what can you put into the records. Things like how answer questions and should they have full numbers, do we need items, looking at things like authority. Various several discussions over these and provided allow.

Additionally we found a joint subgroup and I will go into more detail when I report out. Finally we also had a wonderful fall conference presentation which was the documents 101. Those are my updates and highlights for the discovery services. We will move on to the next.

The next working group is additional deposit working group. The chair was able to attend so I will give a brief update or report. 2020, presented oppose pilots white paper counsel. The pilot was approved and there were several elements we had worked on. One of which we distribute it a survey to the community, we had wonderful responses on that, a lot of information about the process.
We also plan to initiate the project. We had volunteers for fugitive hunters providing feedback on the process. The project scope to the 116 four and we were currently in process, currently in the middle of that pilot which is wonderful. We also have the focus or to assess different workflows. We have five questions that were geared more towards reporting a fugitive document. There are also a couple about the new part.

Completion of the pilot is one of the things that will be upcoming. Additionally the working group is working on a think piece, utilizing case studies to better describe the digital positive elements of making it members and various different forms and stakeholders. Riley, we will have recommendations to counsel from the work mentioned before.

With that, I’ll handed over to talk about digital library working.

Thank you. We were given a charge to review the open forum and transcript and prepare a summary of the open forum. Primarily focusing on ways they keep Americas by working remotely and challenges faced by staff telecommuting and chair committee suggestions how they can assist library during the time of pandemic. We completed the reports along with recommendation and submitted it to DLC on May 29, 2020. In addition, we were asked to prepare lessons learned and we develop this through a second forum that was done July 27. With those, we developed the outline of lessons learned which we submitted to the counsel. September 16. In addition, we submitted three recommendations along with that report. Which we discussed earlier. At this time, after submitting those, that report and those recommendations, we have concluded our charge. We remain open to conveying at the request of the superintendent and documents. Thank you.

That’s it for me. Who do I need to move the ball too?

Thank you, I think you have to pass the ball back to Wil.

Okay. There you are.

Thank you Yvonne Annalisa. I would give a brief report of the Explorer and durability rolls on their alternatives. For the highlights of 2020, we had some membership updates. I want to point out there was one minor typo. We had one councilmember, not two but the one we added was Renée Bozeman and additionally we put out a call during the summer to solicit community members. Added two committee members our membership as well. James Jacob and Sherry Lasker. We are excited to have them as well and we also had two liaisons that were added which would be Alec Bradley and Ashley doll. The working group has begun. Our research with the focus of achieving our deliverables. First of which is a report or white paper on persistent identifiers and additionally that same will also be lysed for recommendations to counsel. We have created a framework for the paper and how we will approach the recommendations. Were looking at several different aspects. One of which is exploring digital content and access options like ripping the different types and identifiers. Looking at current
output of how digital identifiers are currently outfitting information to the community. Will examine community and specific started by focusing on this.

There are communities affected by digital identifiers but our focus we say communities at this point will be the SDLC. Additionally we look at future needs in general as they relate to digital identities. Where the process of creating a joint subgroup the collection of discovery service working group to provide expertise on cataloging issues for fields and local cataloging cactuses. Specifically, we also will look at the user end as well. We want to explore what libraries and other stakeholders are doing for their local cataloging practice. We continue to make other -- sorry, we continue to allow for parole access. We also had a program during the fall conference of an introduction to digital identifiers. We will continue to work on research including literature review and all of this will continue to work on our research and produce deliverables of the white paper and recommendations. That's what I have for my update and I'll handed back to Alicia.

Thank you so much. Now we want to let you know what our action items are moving forward in terms of recommendations and commendations we will plan to make to GPO. First, we approved a report that came out of the working group as reported out. They had three recommendations we approve. To encourage lessons learned during remote work to encourage flexibility for library staff and finally for GPO to work with the DLC to begin to explore and discuss the community at large and possibility of an all digital FDL P. Those were the three recommendations we put forward or we will put forward aside from that particular working group. In a few minutes, when you have time for depository committee feedback concerns and questions, there was quite a bit in the chat of the business meeting around doing that recommendation all digital FDL P but again you'll have some time for you can start right now to see if there's additional thoughts.

Then, to move forward, additional action items for us, accommodation to GPS staff are all their work to be completely virtual. I think I say from all the sessions I have been in, everything has gone smoothly even when there was small issues with tach or microphones. The supports to figure all of that stuff out and to just be flexible and make this conference happen to be so successful is just amazing. We want to commend them for all the work that has gone on in the background to make this happen. I want to give a big shout out to Kelly for helping with all that as well. In addition, to command GPO and their staff for all of their work they have done to support libraries during this pandemic. They have been very flexible, they have major notice of medication and to really be connecting with libraries to see where they can meet them in terms of support. We definitely plan for accommodations around that.

Finally, recommendation for additional open forms and continued support for depository laboratory library. This is not over. We don't know when it will be over. We need that continues support and we really want to make sure counsel emphasizes that. You can see more about those moving forward and again, during the feedback portion, we love to hear more from you all about the open forum, Sadie different you would like to see with those are other ways counsel and GPO can support libraries during this pandemic.
We have arrived at this open form. I've been saying, please feel free to use the chat, we would love to hear from you all. This is your time. Your moment to have counsel here, to hear what your feedback is. What types of suggestions you have anything you would like us to dig more into or address.

It's good to see the staff in the chat. It's been especially helpful to hear other libraries reviewing and that is open forms. That's for sure. I think we all feel like we can commiserate together. Are real libel and topic base can be helpful with suggested topics including motion, programming, virtual delivery of materials. Managing tangible collections. We will note those and thank you so much.

We have more support for the open forms. I'm assuming another open form topic, is that what you mean, James? Sherry has a comments, to consider further and the decision to go with the terms fugitive documents for lost docs. What is meant by the usage there's also heavy connotations in the U.S. and collocated industry of law and justice.

This is may seem like a small issue but you see phrases to describe things that can really have an impact on how her work is perceived and understood.

Yes. For sure. That's something we can definitely note down and look into so thank you for your comment.

And I see more support in the chat for this as well so thank you so much for bringing that up. If you want more history around some of that, this session, was it just yesterday about fugitive documents you can get a little more context for that.

I think an open forum for new attendees is a fabulous idea. I imagine it's even more difficult to navigate right now, depository regulations and rules as you do it everything else. That's happening in our library during the pandemic. Thank you.

We are seeing more support for Sherry's comment. It's great for any of the work we can do. We consider the recommendation. We will definitely continue to look at that.

Any other thoughts or comments? Anything else related to the conference?

I'm seeing excellent conference, thank you for your work. I don't think we can state that enough. More discussion and opportunities for reform. Yes. We could, we can have more open forms, we can try to have more ways to facilitate discussion besides just having you contact counsel or the chair. I think that's really great. We can do more open forms for discussion around some of those large topics. Thank you.

Rebecca says we let the Council session nice for more casual conversation. Yes. I think we all miss the networking piece of this conference. For me, that was always really valuable to meet
people we've only ever email to reconnect with our selective and regional. That part has been really hard to miss out on this year. I completely feel that also. I'm glad you all found counsel to be really rewarding. That is awesome to see. Thank you, Mary for your nice comment. Excellent programming. I absolutely agree. Kathy will suggest we could do I meet the regional. That would be really fun to have a set up for that. I would agree. More facilitation.

Thanks to all our presenters and everyone who commented. That's so great about this community, everyone is very vocal and interested in I think we love being able to share that passion with their colleagues.

Okay. Counsel may be a little too short.

That is fair. People got to attend. We always have some kind of virtual components to this conference but it's true, everything is virtual this time so you had more session options, more recordings to go back to so that's a good point. Something they can think about moving forward with the conference. It's a good silver lining.

It can be a way to facilitate more local discussion. Okay. And so has a good comment, maybe a mentorship or buddy program for coordinator's and attend the conference attendees.

That sounds really fun. Something we can note down. For future conferences.

Yes. A lot of really good positive comments. That's so good to see. And more support for buddy program or some type of connection. It was really well-managed. When you think about how many sessions there are, and how many different presenters and slide decks, I agree, everything has been smooth. I think for all of the new fatigue and online virtual meeting fatigue, like this is so well-managed that it kind of helps with that. Just a really great conference.

We are seeing good feedback on how the conference was structured with a half-day approach and how to access new links to the rooms in such a that was really straightforward. Awesome, thank you to Kelly, GPO, everyone who worked on that. They are geared to public libraries and digital collection. Yes. I know academic libraries kick up the lion share of the depository library so I can imagine sometimes it feels like public libraries don't get as much programming or the open forms as a topic. I love that. That's a great idea.

A lot of support for recording sessions and having those available. Yes, I know there were so many good ones, was to choose. Having moderators was really great and did a fantastic job. Great to see. As Les Paul, make sure to check out the poster sessions I should say the poster page you can view all the various posters. Also, the vendor page you can also get more information about various vendors, databases and government information to make sure to check those out also. There should be available even past the conference. Thank you, for the links. In there, make sure you can click to see a bigger PDF so you get the bigger image your schooling to the page where you can view the posters in a larger format as well.
To get all the text and information there.

Thank you for all the links. Make sure to check out those with a lot of interesting posters in there. And contact information if you want to talk to any or have questions, kudos to all the authors for sure.

This is Laura, real quick, we had talked last week about having sessions next week through the Academy for the poster presenters to do little chats. Will work on that if the poster presenters are willing to actually have a webinar so we'll keep everyone posted Windows are available.

Wonderful. Tanks. That sounds awesome

Look at the posters for preview and that will be a session humming out hopefully if there's one you're particularly interested in.

I know there are suggestions for military resources. Shore. That is a session. Any other thoughts or comments? Big or small. Anything you want counsel to know about or think about or explore? Henry replace my GPS that's wearing out.

We were all there to get all of our lovely swag this time around. I guess we will just have to order through our portal and hope there will be fun stuff in there. That's the sad part. No conference swag. The officer drop in session may help with networking. I think the conference is really nice to know the GPO people as well. Not just our depository library staff colleagues but also who we have been talking to and emailing.

Could point. Thank you all so much for all of your comments, feedback, questions, everything in the chat is great. You can continue to add in any comments in there. Again, will have that chat transcript we can look at and pull out those things we need to address. With that, I see other comments. It's great to hear what you think the conference highlights were. I will move forward here. I will announce our next DLC chair so congratulations to will Stringfellow for being our next chair starting in 2021 through 2022. Thank you everyone is interested in putting their names forward for chair. We always appreciate people being willing to leave. Thank you and congratulations. We want to remind you as always, coming up next is our spring meeting in April. That when is already virtual so that's no surprise to anyone. Registration will be opening in January. Keep an eye out for that. Again, continue to add any questions or comments or other things in the chapter I believe Lori also has a few comments to make before we wrap up today.
Hello. Thank you, thanks to the entire group. Is looking at the list of people that participated to make this conference what it was. Thanks for all the comments in the chat. Thanks to the DLC, thanks to the agency presenters who most of them are teleworking and were available to help us provide this great contents. Also, to the vendors for the exhibitors, the poster presenters, the community at large who have attended, provided feedback and comments. And of course the GPO staff who did a really great job of those who did the technology here, did presentations and those back who always keep the work flowing. I want to thank everybody for making this a great afternoon. Just a couple other logistical things termite everybody. All the registrants at the end of the conference when we close out today, you will get a list of resources and of course conference evaluation. We saw some of that in the chat, we appreciate you filling out the evaluations because we meet in about a week after everybody has relaxed and we go over all of your feedback to make improvements to make changes, we like to hear and give get to the good the bad and the ugly so please fill out your evaluations. In the next couple of days, today is Friday, some of the work is going on to get all of the proceedings but give us a little bit of time, this is a big task for these four days with all the slides and presentations and recordings. In the next week you will see some of the proceedings available. Also, just are my folks we look at all the chat transcripts, Lisa just mentioned that. We have been looking at some of the questions from various sessions early on in the week on Tuesday and Wednesday will be didn't get a chance to respond to the person in chat or the presenter didn't already started responding to some of those folks with their responses to their questions. We will try to figure out a way to make sure the community gets a chance to see some of those comments. And responses from various books. That may take time. As I did just say, we are trending to planning to do some follow-up post conference webinar

We have the tool, we are looking at the poster presenters having little sessions to comment and talk about their posters. We've had a whole bunch of other ideas on future FDL P Academy webinars that you chatted. We have a lot of ideas and things we can work on if we don't get shut down December 11. I don't mean to go on that kind of note that we have to be prepared for the future.

Once again I want to say thank you all for attending, and following Mr. Halperin's lead, Harris is at the end of the meeting to stay safe and take care. Thanks again.

Thank you, Lori.

I'll echo Lori as a thank you everyone for attending, all of our presenters, thank you to counsel for all of your work leading up to the conference. I think that's all we have today. I hope you all have a great weekend. Please fill free to reach out to me if you have any questions or other comments you would like to make. We so appreciate it so thank you everyone.